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Pictures recorded by a digital camera can be Stored and 
utilized by a method convenient and appropriate for the 
Situation. The System includes a variety of devices for 
transferring picture image data recorded by a variety of 
digital cameras to an image Server installed in a DPE or the 
like. It further includes a variety of accessing devices for 
enabling the picture image data Stored in the image Server to 
be accessed. AS Such, a user of a digital camera can transfer 
images, via this System while the user is away from home, 
thereby enabling continual use of the digital camera. 

42 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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SYSTEM FOR STORING AND UTILIZING 
PICTURE IMAGE DATA RECORDED BY 

DIGITAL CAMERA 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a picture image Storing 
and utilizing System wherein picture image data recorded by 
a digital camera are Stored in a large capacity disc of a Server 
computer installed in a minilab, DPE or the like, and the 
Stored picture image data are utilized later by printing or 
downloading them. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Following the rapid spread of personal computers and 

personal digital assistants (PDA) recently, there has been a 
growing demand for utilizing a picture image recorded by a 
user as digital image data. As a Service provided by labo 
ratories or DPE's to meet the demand, a digital output 
Service has been known which records image data in a photo 
CD or in a large capacity floppy disc and returns it to a 
customer when a film, on which image data has been 
recorded, is deposited for developing by the customer. 
Alternatively, a network photograph Service wherein image 
data are Stored in a Server computer installed in a laboratory 
or in a DPE so that a customer can request download of the 
image data via the Internet or the like has been proposed. 

Meanwhile, in the case of digital cameras, digital image 
data can be obtained directly by recording, without involv 
ing a DPE. Therefore, image data recorded by digital cam 
eras are generally Stored and managed by individuals. In 
other words, a user of a digital camera generally records 
picture images by using the digital camera, and transfers the 
picture image data within the memory of the digital camera 
into a hard disc of a personal computer or the like when the 
memory becomes full. 

Several methods have been used for transferring picture 
image data from a digital camera to a personal computer. In 
the case where the digital camera used for recording Stores 
picture image data recorded thereby in the built-in memory 
thereof, a data transfer can be carried out by connecting the 
digital camera with a personal computer using a predeter 
mined interface cable. AS the method similar to the above, 
camera a loading transfer device wherein a table which has 
a predetermined contact is connected to a personal computer 
using a cable and image data are transferred from a digital 
camera to the personal computer via the contact by loading 
the digital camera on the table has been implemented. This 
is a So-called docking Station or a camera Station, and the 
camera Station CS-36 by Canon Inc. is an example of Such 
camera Stations. 

In the case where a digital camera Stores picture image 
data recorded thereby in a removable medium Such as a 
memory card, the picture image data can be transferred from 
the digital camera to a personal computer using a reading 
apparatus Such as a card reader. Furthermore, in the case 
where a digital camera belongs to a PDA or a digital camera 
has a communication function, image data can be transferred 
to a personal computer via a modem and a public telephone 
line (including portable phones) Moreover, Some digital 
cameras can transfer image data via infrared communica 
tion. 

AS described above, Storage and utilization of picture 
image data recorded by a digital camera implicitly assumes 
that a user of a digital camera has a personal computer. 
Furthermore, the fact that Subsequent recording cannot be 
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2 
carried out unless image data are transferred to a personal 
computer when the memory of a digital camera becomes full 
means that a personal computer should be carried with a 
digital camera. 

However, the rate of ownership of portable notebook type 
personal computerS is not high, even though personal com 
puters have become wide spread recently. Even if a user has 
a notebook type personal computer, it is not realistic for the 
user to carry the computer with him/her during a trip only for 
Storing image data of a digital camera. Furthermore, even if 
the user carries the computer with him/her, it is possible that 
recorded picture images cannot be transferred due to the disc 
Space of the computer becoming full. 
On the other hand, it is not necessary to carry a personal 

computer if a plurality of memory cards are available and 
can be exchanged in the same manner as films of an ordinary 
camera. However, memory cards are far more costly than 
films, and the maintenance cost of a digital camera would 
become very high if a plurality of memory cards were 
neceSSary. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Therefore, implementation of a method which can Store 
and utilize pictures recorded by a digital camera more easily 
and at a lower cost has been desired. Based on consideration 
of the problems described above, the object of the present 
invention is to provide a picture image data Storing and 
utilizing System which enables even a user who does not 
have a personal computer at hand or at all to use a digital 
camera easily and to Store or utilize picture images recorded 
by a digital camera. 
A first picture image data Storing and utilizing System of 

the present invention comprises an image Server which 
Stores picture image data, at least one medium reading 
means which transferS picture. image data, recorded by a 
digital camera and Stored in a removable medium, to the 
image Server by reading the removable medium, and acceSS 
ing means which enables the picture image data Stored in the 
image Server to be accessed and utilized. 
A Second picture image data Storing and utilizing System 

of the present invention comprises, instead of the medium 
reading means of the first System, at least one data trans 
ferring means for transferring the picture image data, 
recorded by a digital camera and Stored in the built-in 
memory of the digital camera from the digital camera to the 
image Server. 

Furthermore, a third picture image data Storing and ulti 
lizing System of the present invention comprises the image 
Server, the accessing means, the medium reading means, and 
the data transferring means. 

In addition to each of the devices mentioned above, a 
picture image data Storing and utilizing System of the present 
invention may comprise file outputting means which outputs 
picture image data Stored in the image Server as a file in a 
predetermined recording medium, or print outputting means 
which outputs picture image data Stored in the image Server 
as prints. 
“The image Server herein referred to means, for example, 

a server computer which is installed in a DPE or a laboratory 
or the like, and has a large capacity disc which is Sufficient 
for Storing picture image data of customers. 

“The removable medium' herein referred to means, for 
example, a memory card or the like inserted in a digital 
camera. “At least one medium reading means which trans 
fers picture image data recorded by a digital camera and 
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Stored in a removable medium to the image Server by 
reading the removable medium' means a card reader and a 
cable to connect the card reader with the image Server, for 
example “The data transferring means' refers to a cable 
interface, a docking Station, and a communication line as 
described above, for example. The communication channel 
means not only means using wires but also includes using 
other methods of date transfer Such as radio infrared com 
munication or a portable phone for example. 

"Enables the picture image data Stored in the image Server 
to be accessed and utilized” means, for example, to utilize all 
kinds of services having been carried out at a DPE or having 
been proposed as a network photograph Service, Such as the 
case where the image data are browsed, Searched for, 
downloaded, ordered for a print, output in a floppy disc or 
the like, and transferred to a specified apparatus. 

“The accessing means' is meant to include not only 
communication equipment and channels which make an 
access from a personal computer or a PDA via a network 
possible, but also other things Such as a monitor and 
inputting means, including a keyboard and a touch panel for 
example, which are both connected directly to the image 
server. The software to be installed in the server computer, 
that is, the Software whereby a request for a Service is 
received, and picture image data are displayed, Searched for, 
and transferred in response to the request, and by which an 
outputting apparatus Such as a printer is controlled, obvi 
ously may be included as part of the accessing means. 

Furthermore, if picture image data in the memory card of 
a digital camera have file names such as 0001.JPG, 
0002.JPG, 0003.JPG and so on in the order of recording, it 
is possible that the file names are exactly the same as file 
names of picture image data transferred from another digital 
camera, when the picture image data are transferred to the 
image Server under the original file names. Therefore, it is 
preferable that the picture image Storing and utilizing System 
of the present invention further comprises file name assign 
ing means for assigning a file name which is used for Storing 
the image data in the image Server and different from the file 
name of the image data before the image data are transferred 
to the picture image data transferred to the image Server. 
More Specifically, means for determining a file name 

using the camera code to identify the digital camera used for 
recording the image data, the possessor code representing 
the possessor of the digital camera, the date code represent 
ing the date of recording, or the like, is possible. A variety 
of information used to determine Such a file name may be 
input with. a keyboard when the image data are transferred. 
Some digital cameras add the date of recording or the like 

to picture image data as recording property information, and 
Store the picture image data together with the recording 
property information in built-in memories or memory cards. 
In this case, a file name may be determined automatically by 
reading Such recording property information, without 
requesting a user to input the information. 

Each means described above may exist as an individual 
apparatus. However, it is preferable to Store all means in a 
frame so that the frame can be placed at a counter of a DPE, 
at a Sightseeing spot, at a convenience Store or a Station, for 
example. In this case, all means including the image Server 
may be Stored in a frame. However, Since the picture image 
data Stored in the image Server are the property of a customer 
and to be Stored Securely, it is preferable that the image 
server is separately placed in a DPE or the like and only the 
inputting System Such as a card reader and/or a cable 
interface is Stored in one frame in order to be placed at 
different locations. 
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4 
In this case, a temporary Storage Server which controls 

input and Stores input image data temporarily is obviously 
Stored in Such a frame. Transfer means for transferring the 
image data temporarily Stored in the temporary Storage 
Server is also included in the frame. Furthermore, not only 
the inputting System but also file outputting means and print 
outputting means may also be included in the frame. 

In this case, a data transfer will be carried out between the 
image Server and the frame having the variety of picture 
image data inputting/outputting means. This transfer may be 
carried out from the temporary Storage Server to the image 
Server via a communication channel or the like, after image 
data are temporarily Stored in the temporary Storage Server 
which carries out input/output control of the card reader 
installed in the frame, for example. Alternatively, if the 
frame is placed outside, radio may be used for the transfer. 
Any known method which has been used usually can be 
adopted as the transfer method. 

In other words, “at least one medium reading means 
which transferS picture image data recorded by a digital 
camera and Stored in a removable medium to the image 
server by reading the removable medium' or “at least one 
data transferring means for transferring the picture image 
data recorded by a digital camera and Stored in the built-in 
memory of the digital camera from the digital camera to the 
image Server” means, for example, to include any necessary 
equipment and means for transferring the obtained image 
data to the image Server, Such as a card reader, a docking 
Station, the temporary Storage Server, a modem, a 
transceiver, a cable, and a telephone line. 
By comprising the data transferring means for transferring 

picture image data recorded by a digital camera to the image 
Server installed in a DPE or the like, and accessing means for 
enabling the digital image data Stored in the image Server to 
be accessed, the picture image data Storing and utilizing 
System of the present invention can Store picture image data 
by using a method which is convenient and appropriate for 
the Situation, regardless of the type of digital camera or 
whether or not the user carries or possesses a personal 
computer, and can utilize the picture image data in various 
methods. 

If the customer-System interface portion (Such as a card 
reader) is implemented by Storing the interface portion in a 
frame, Such as a coin-operated machine and the communi 
cation between the coin-operated machine and the other 
portion of the System (such as the image server) is carried 
out by radio, for example, it is convenient for both Service 
providers and customers, Since costly equipment and impor 
tant data are strictly managed at a DPE while the equipment 
for the interface portion can be placed as an unmanned 
Service machine in DPES, Sightseeing spots, convenience 
Stores, Stations or the like. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an outline of a picture image 
data Storing and utilizing System of the present invention, 

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an example of a coin 
operated machine, and 

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing advantageous results of the 
present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Hereinafter, a picture image data Storing and utilizing 
System of the present invention will be explained referring 
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to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 1 is a diagram showing 
an outline of the picture image data Storing and utilizing 
system of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the 
picture image data Storing and utilizing System comprises a 
Server computer 6 (an image server) having a large capacity 
disc, a variety of means for Storing picture image data 
recorded by a digital camera 1 in the image Server 6, and a 
variety of means for utilizing the picture image data Stored 
in the image Server 6. 

Storage of the picture image data in the image Server 6 
will be explained first. It is preferable to have a plurality of 
picture image data Storing devices So that all kinds of digital 
cameras, regardless of their types or manufacturers, can be 
dealt with by this system. More specifically, a card reader 2 
is installed So that digital cameras using memory cards can 
be handled by this system. It is preferable to have a plurality 
kinds of card readers according to the Standard of memory 
cards Such as PCMCIA or SSFDC. 

An interface cable 3, a docking Station 4, an infrared 
receiver 5 and the like may also or alternatively be installed 
in this System as input or transfer devices So that digital 
cameras, which record image data in built-in memories 
thereof, can be dealt with. In this case, it is also preferable 
to have Several kinds of interface cables 3 and docking 
Stations 4 according to the Standards of digital cameras, 
Since the Specifications of the interface cable 3 and the 
docking Station 4 vary depending on the types of digital 
CCS. 

The above devices Suppose that a user of this System 
directly faces this Systems user interface. However, it is 
preferable for this System to comprise Storing devices by a 
communication channel So that picture image data can be 
Stored without a user facing the System directly. For 
example, it is preferable for this System to comprise a 
modem 8 for transferring image data from the built-in 
memory of a digital camera to the image Server 6 using a 
portable phone or the like as an alternative input or transfer 
device, and equipment and Software which are installed in 
the image Server 6 for allowing Such an access via a 
communication channel. 

Some digital cameras have the function of compressing 
picture image data to Save memory Space when the picture 
image data obtained by recording using the cameras are 
Stored in the cameras memories. However, the processing 
time for recording is shorter when no compression is carried 
out on the image data. Therefore, a digital camera of Such a 
type does not necessarily compress the image data for all 
recordings, and a user of Such a camera can often Select 
whether or not the compression is carried out by Switching 
a mode or the like. Therefore, the judgment as to whether or 
not the image data have been compressed may be carried out 
based upon necessity when picture image data are Stored in 
the image Server 6, and the picture image data without 
compression may be Stored in the image Server 6 after 
compression of the image data by the image Server 6. In the 
case where a cable connection or a communication channel 
connection is used for data transfer, it is preferable to 
compress picture image data using a digital camera So that 
the time necessary for the transfer of the data becomes 
Shorter. 

To utilize the picture image data Stored in the image Server 
6 after Searching for the image data, each image data should 
obviously be Stored in the image Server under a file name 
different from any other file names. If the file name of the 
picture image data before transferred to the image Server 6, 
that is, the file name of the picture image data Stored in the 
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6 
built-in memory or the like of a digital camera, is a unique 
file name including the name of a photographer, for 
example, it will not cause a problem. However, a plurality of 
digital cameras use Serial numbers or the like as the file 
names, and if the transfer of the image data is carried out 
with the file names as they are, Some file names will be 
exactly the Same. 

Therefore, when the picture image data are transferred, a 
file name which will not have an exact match within the 
image server 6 and is different from the file name in the 
built-in memory or the like is determined, and Storage of the 
image data is carried out under the determined file name. 
This file name is automatically determined according to a 
predetermined rule, using information input from a key 
board or recording property information added to the picture 
image data by the function of a digital camera. 

For example, the file name can be determined by a 
combination of information Such as the type code and the 
product No. code of a digital camera, the type code and the 
product No. code of a removable medium, the possessor 
code of the digital camera and the removable medium, the 
date of recording, the date of data transfer, the number of the 
transfer within a day, and the frame number in the built-in 
memory or in the removable medium. The file name may be 
determined by combining the frame number and the receipt 
number which is determined by combining the name of the 
image Server and the date of data transfer for example, when 
the transferred picture image data are received by the image 
server 6. 

Next, it will be explained how the picture image data 
Stored in the image Server 6 by the variety of means 
described above are used. AS methods of using the picture 
image data, that is, the form of Service provided to a 
customer, there are picture image data browsing, print 
ordering, file output to a predetermined medium, and data 
transfer by download or attachment to an electronic mail 
meSSage. 

One of the means for requesting the image Server 6 to 
provide Such a Service comprises a monitor 7 which is 
directly connected to the image Server 6, and an input device 
14 Such as a keyboard or a touch panel. It is preferable to 
make the image Server accessible from a personal computer 
11 or a PDA 12 via a communication channel. In this 
manner, a user can request the Service, regardless of where 
he/she is, or regardless of whether or not he/she has a 
personal computer. 

In order to respond to a print order requested by the 
variety of accessing means or to the file output Service 
request, the System comprises a printer 9 and a medium 
drive 10. It is preferable that a plurality of medium drives 10 
are installed for a plurality of media Such as a floppy disc, 
an MO disc, and a Zip disc. 
The outline of the picture image Storing and utilizing 

System of the present invention has been described above, 
referring to FIG.1. However, the variety of means shown in 
FIG. 1 are not necessarily installed at one location. 
Especially, when the object of the present invention, that is, 
to make digital cameras more easily usable, is taken into 
consideration, it is preferable to implement the present 
invention as an easily usable embodiment Such as an 
unmanned Service or Self Service, as is the case of an 
automatic vending machine, an ATM at a bank, or a fax 
machine at a convenience Store. 

For this purpose, it is preferable that the card reader 2, the 
interface cable 3, the docking Station 4, the infrared beam 
receiver 5, the medium drive 10, the printer 9, the monitor 
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7 and the input device (such as a touch panel) 14 in FIG. 1 
are all Stored in one frame or unit, and placed at a Station or 
a convenience Store or the like as a coin-operated (or 
cash/credit card/debit card, etc.) machine shown in FIG. 2. 
In this manner, it becomes possible, for example, for a user 
to Set his/her digital camera on a coin-operated machine 
installed in a Station, and Store the picture image data 
recorded thereby during his/her trip. Even in the case where 
the service is provided at a DPE in the conventional manner, 
24-hour Service becomes possible, Since this Service can be 
provided as an unmanned Service. 

However, in this case, a coin-operated machine 15 only 
has the function of Storing the input picture image data 
temporarily. Therefore, periodic data transferS to the image 
Server 6 are carried out via a communication channel or the 
like. It is also possible for the coin-operated machine 15 to 
include the image Server 6 with the present System Serving 
as a Stand alone machine. However, the coin-operated 
machine 15 may not necessarily be protected perfectly 
depending on its location. Therefore, it is preferable for the 
image Server 6 which Stores important picture images of 
customers to be placed in a DPE or the like. 

In the field of cameras using a film, an unmanned film 
developing Service using a coin-operated locker or the like 
has been proposed. However, Since collection and delivery 
of films or prints should be carried out by hand, the service 
can not necessarily be provided in a short time and at a low 
cost. On the other hand, with respect to digital cameras, a 
wider variety of Services can be provided at a low cost, Since 
digital cameras have an advantage in terms of cost, because 
of their ability to transfer picture imageS as data via a 
communication channel or the like. 

FIG. 3 shows how convenient the picture image Storing 
and utilizing System of the present invention is. In other 
words, FIG. 3 is a diagram to explain the advantage of the 
present System. Using the System of the present invention, a 
user can Store picture image data at a plurality of places 
during his/her trip, for example, and it is not necessary for 
the user to carry his/her computer with his/her digital 
camera. Furthermore, data can be Stored at any place and 
time, if a user has a digital camera having a communication 
function and a portable phone. 

Moreover, not only at a place where a perSon has gone but 
also in his/her daily life, picture image data can be stored at 
any time of the day at a DPE or a convenience store or the 
like. On this occasion, Since a Service Such as a print order 
or a image data transfer to a friend or data output to a 
predetermined medium can be requested using an input 
panel of a coin-operated machine or the like, a person who 
does not possess a personal computer can exchange picture 
image data easily with others by data transfer or file output. 
A user having a personal computer can obviously enjoy 

Such a print output or file output Service described above or 
a data download Service by accessing the image Server 6 via 
communication means. Furthermore, if a user has a PDA 12 
and a portable phone, the user can enjoy Such Services at any 
place. 
AS described above, the picture image data Storing and 

utilizing System of the present invention can not only Solve 
the inconvenience in digital camera data Storage, but can 
also make optimal use of the feature of digital cameras, 
namely that picture images can be dealt with as digital image 
data from recording to data output. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A picture data Storing and utilizing System Separate 

from a digital camera, comprising: 
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8 
at least one medium reading means for reading picture 

image data from a removable medium, Said picture 
image data being recorded by the digital camera and 
Stored in the removable medium, wherein the image 
data is transferred to a remotely located image Server 
which Stores the transferred picture image data, and 

accessing means for enabling the picture image data 
Stored in the remotely located image Server to be 
accessed and utilized, wherein the picture image data 
are transferred to the image Server via cable or wireleSS 
transmission, and wherein the at least one medium 
reading means and the accessing means are housed 
together, Separate from the remotely located image 
SCWC. 

2. The picture image data Storing and utilizing System of 
claim 1, further comprising: 

at least one data transferring means which transferS pic 
ture image data recorded by a digital camera and Stored 
in the built-in memory of the digital camera from the 
built-in memory to the image Server. 

3. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System as 
defined in claim 2 wherein the medium reading means and 
the data transferring means are housed in a common unit. 

4. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System as 
defined in claim 3 wherein the accessing means is also 
housed in the common unit. 

5. The system of claim 2, wherein the at least one medium 
reading means, the at least one data transferring means and 
the accessing means are housed together, Separate from the 
remotely located image Server. 

6. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System as 
defined in claim 1 or 2 wherein the medium reading means 
and the accessing means are housed in a common unit. 

7. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System as 
defined in claim 6 wherein file outputting means for out 
putting the picture image data Stored in the image Server to 
a predetermined recording medium as a file is installed in the 
common unit. 

8. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System as 
defined in claim 6 wherein print outputting means for 
outputting the picture image data Stored in the image Server 
as a print is installed in the common unit. 

9. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System 
Separate from a digital camera, comprising: 

at least one data transferring means for transferring pic 
ture image data from a built-in camera memory to a 
remotely located image Server which Stores the trans 
ferred picture image data, wherein the picture image 
data is recorded by the digital camera in the built-in 
camera memory; and 

accessing means for enabling the picture image data 
Stored in the remotely located image Server to be 
accessed and utilized, wherein the picture image data 
are transferred to the image Server via cable or wireleSS 
transmission, and wherein the at least one data trans 
ferring means and the accessing means are housed 
together, Separate from the remotely located image 
SCWC. 

10. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System as 
defined in claim 9 or 2 wherein the data transferring means 
is at least one of a cable connection interface, camera 
loading transferring means and a communication channel. 

11. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System as 
defined in claim 9 wherein the data transferring means and 
the accessing means are housed in a common unit. 

12. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System as 
defined in claim 1 or claim 9 which further comprises file 
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outputting means for Outputting the picture image data 
Stored in the image Server to a predetermined recording 
medium. 

13. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System as 
defined in claims 1 or claim 9 which further comprises print 
outputting means for Outputting the picture image data 
Stored in the image Server as prints. 

14. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System 
Separate from a digital camera, comprising: 

an image Server which Stores picture image data; 
at least one medium reading means for reading picture 
image data from a removable medium and transferring 
the picture image data to the image Server, wherein the 
picture image data is Stored by the digital camera in the 
removable medium; and 

accessing means for enabling the picture image data 
Stored in the image Server to be accessed and utilized, 
wherein the picture image data are transferred to the 
image Server via cable or wireleSS transmission; and 

file name assigning means for assigning, to the picture 
image data transferred to the image Server, a unique file 
name different from a file name before the data transfer, 
as the file name for Storage in the image Server, wherein 
the file name assigning means generates the unique file 
name by using at least one of a camera code for 
identifying the digital camera used for recording, a 
possessor code for identifying a possessor of the digital 
camera, and a date code representing a date of record 
ing to the picture image data. 

15. The picture image data Storing and utilizing System of 
claim 14, wherein the image Server is located Separately 
from the at least one medium reading means. 

16. The picture image data Storing and utilizing System of 
claim 14, wherein the image server is located Separately 
from the accessing means. 

17. A picture image data Storing and utilizing System 
Separate from a digital camera, comprising: 

an image Server which Stores picture image data; 
at least one data transferring means for transferring pic 

ture image data recorded by a digital camera and Stored 
in the built-in memory of the digital camera from the 
built-in memory to the image Server; 

accessing means for enabling the picture image data 
Stored in the image Server to be accessed and utilized, 
wherein the picture image data are transferred to the 
image Server via cable or wireleSS transmission; and 

file name assigning means for assigning, to the picture 
image data transferred to the image Server, a unique file 
name different from a file name before the data transfer, 
as the file name for Storage in the image Server, wherein 
the file name assigning means generates the unique file 
name by using at least one of a camera code for 
identifying the digital camera used for recording, a 
possessor code for identifying a possessor of the digital 
camera, and a date code representing a date of record 
ing to the picture image data. 

18. The picture image data Storing and utilizing System of 
claim 17, wherein the image Server is located Separately 
from the at least one data transferring means. 

19. The picture image data Storing and utilizing System of 
claim 17, wherein the image Server is located Separately 
from the accessing means. 

20. An apparatus Separate from a digital camera for 
receiving digital images, comprising: 

a transaction fee input unit for receiving a transaction fee 
permitting input and Storage of at least one digital 
image; and 
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10 
an input unit for inputting the at least one digital image 

into the apparatus, wherein an identification code is 
associated with (each of Said at least one input digital 
image) the apparatus being operatively connected to a 
remote Storage device which Stores the at least one 
digital image, wherein access to the remotely Stored at 
least one digital image is permitted at the apparatus 
based upon the identification code associated therewith. 

21. The apparatus of claim 20, further comprising: 
a memory for temporarily Storing the input digital image 

in association with an identification code. 
22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein Stored digital 

images and associated identification codes are periodically 
transferred from the memory to the remote Storage device. 

23. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the transaction fee 
input unit includes a device for receiving coined currency. 

24. The apparatus of claims 20 or 23, wherein the trans 
action fee input unit includes a device for receiving paper 
currency. 

25. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the input unit 
includes at least one data transferring means for transferring 
the digital image from a memory of a digital camera into the 
apparatuS. 

26. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein the at least one 
data transferring means includes a cable, connectable to a 
digital camera. 

27. The apparatus of claim 20 or 25, wherein the input 
unit includes at least one medium reading means for reading 
the digital image from a removable recording medium for 
input into the apparatus. 

28. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein the removable 
recording medium is a removable recording medium of a 
digital camera. 

29. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein the removable 
recording medium is a removable recording medium of a 
personal computer. 

30. The apparatus of claim 20, further including a printer 
for printing the digital image. 

31. The apparatus of claim 20, further including a key 
board for inputting an identification code to acceSS a 
remotely Stored digital image. 

32. The apparatus of claim 20, further including a touch 
panel Screen for inputting an identification code to acceSS a 
remotely Stored digital image. 

33. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein identification code 
is automatically associated with the input digital image. 

34. The apparatus of claim 33, wherein the identification 
code includes information associated with capture of the 
digital image. 

35. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein an identification 
code previously associated with the input digital image is 
maintained, if uniquely identifiable by the remote Storage 
device. 

36. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the associated 
identification code uniquely identifies the digital image 
Stored at the remote Storage device. 

37. The apparatus of claim 20, further including an input 
unit permitting input of an identification code to access a 
remotely digital image. 

38. The apparatus of claim 20, further including a unit 
permitting Selection of an identification code to access a 
remotely Stored digital image. 

39. The apparatus of claim 20, further comprising: 
an input device for inputting an identification code and 

accessing a Stored digital image from the remote Stor 
age device; and 

an output unit for outputting the accessed Stored digital 
image. 
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40. The apparatus of claim 39, wherein the input device 42. The apparatus of claim 39, wherein the output device 
includes a keyboard. includes a printer. 

41. The apparatus of claim 40, wherein the output device 
includes a printer. k . . . . 


